Beginner Oils Supplies / Lake House Studio / Julie Dobson Miner

Option A
Basic Starter Kit

Cost: $65

If your just checking out painting with oils and not absolutes sure
it’s for you we have a kit at a great price.

Option A starter kit can be purchased at
Lake House Studio.

Paint: Gamblin 1980 brand paint (high end student
grade paint) 37 ml (1.25oz)
Hansa Yellow Medium
Alizarin Crimson
Cadmium Red Light
Ultramarine Blue
Titanium White
Burnt Sienna
Palette Knife
Royal Brush Vienna Filbert #4
Royal Brush Vienna Bright #2
Royal Brush Vienna Round #2
Dynasty Natural Bristle Filbert #8
Dynasty Natural Bristle Bright #4
Linseed Oil 75ML

Option B:
Premium

This would be great but I know it can be spending getting started.
Paints: Gamblin or Winsor Newton
(artist grade not “Winton”) I prefer
if your a beginner you start with
these few color and learn to mix or
even the basic set (B option below).
In one case I have indicated the
Rembrant paint brand.

Instructor Preferred
Color List (Warm/Cool Primaries
Cadmium Yellow Lemon (Rembrant)
Cadmium Yellow Medium
Cadmium Red Light
Alizarin Crimson
Ultramarine Blue
Cerulean Blue
Burnt Sienna
Burnt Umber
Titanium White (Large Tube)
Raw Sienna (convenience color)
Brushes--4 or 5 (a variety of sizes) filberts, flats and rounds. For Bristle brushes (landscapes) I prefer Robert Simmons signet) and Princeton
Summit 6100F series (green handle) for synthetics. You will use both
types of brushes depending on your subject and style.
* I HAVE THESE FOR PURCHASE
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In addition to Option A or B you will need:
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You’ll NEED this

Excellent product

You’ll NEED this
Safest solvent:
PLEASE use
this

Masterson Stainless Airtight
Brush Washer (a must)
I found them at Hobby
Lobby and Michaels
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price: $20
Masterson Stay wet Palette.
I have a few of these for sale

Gamsol. 8-16 oz

larger if you can afford

If your budget allows this is the best
way to go. There is a less expensive
alternative if needed. Just come to
the first class.

Glass Palette:

This can wait for a bit. If you don’t have
one the first class it will be okay.
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The only solvent I allow in
my studio

Optional

Glass cut to fit.
I have some for purchase while supplies last.
My glass price:
Thick Glass.. $12.00

Inexpensive latex gloves(or equivalent)

You can have glass cut at hardware store or use a
glass from an old picture frame. Some purchase
tempered glass palettes at Dick Blick but these are
spendy. You might consider buying a frame at a
thrift store just to get started.
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Dollar Store, Walmart, Walgreens

I wear one of my left hand (I’m right handed)

Regarding Canvas:

I have canvas and prepared boards that I suggest you paint on for sale. I prefer a finer weave of canvas and
most of the canvas at Michaels, Dick Blick and Hobby Lobby stock medium weave and usually lesser in quality.

Miscellaneous Supplies
At the Studio I have an area of supplies in addition to these for your use free of charge. I have easels, aprons,
drawing paper and pencils. Acrylic paint to tone your boards and paper towels to name a few.
Come dressed for painting and an open mind:)
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